
Section 1: Placemnet Test APT & EEE Comments

APT long and arduous 
because I have taken the SAT with writing which I think should be enough to knw my english level 

500 score doesn’tneed me to take EEE 

didn’t do them 

disrespectful towards student

I think it was too long (EEE)and I'm an english educared student I souldn't be upp
I took the placement test for the students who took the IELTS, I scored a 70 in IELTS which is 

supposed to place me in english 203, but after I took the placement test I was placed in english 102

not organized

not taken

not taken 

other criteria must be taken into consideration 

registrar

the test and the orientation were at the same time

unorganized

Section 2: Submission of official docments Comments

a lot of the steps could be replaced by online services 

accept electronic document submission from american high schools by Naviance please

confusing and unclear

I wasn't receiving any email only my parents

I wish all the documents we had to get and things we had to do were summarized on 1 page
last email sent concerning admissions wasn’t clear concerning official papers and documents 

needed 

my emails all got sent to my father in the beginning

people working in admissions can be nicer especially for sophomores

phone call serivces is very bad ,no one even answers in office hours

registration staff is mean

simplify emails to a point system, and use blue bold function at the right times

some things are unnecessary 

the new student checklist and other lists were very badly organized 

those should be a checklist of documents required so that students can see what they have tuned

too long
too long to answer phone calls .I was put on hold 7 times and the phone was shut in my face 5 

times

Section 3: New Student Orientation Program - NSOP Comments

a very bad wasn’t helpful

an actual orientation .we did noy visit any libraries buildings or infirmaries

at some point, it got boring

bad expectations 

I had no idea what to ask. I was hoping they would do a better job at interaction

it should have been a bit more organized

it was too long ( 9am-4pm)

make it socially better with activities like group

most speskers took too long to convey smthg that choud have been sort by an email



no campus tour
no need to do it in three days since most of the activities arent really beneficial regardless of the 

resgitration training 

some things were pointless 

speeches too long,lost interest

student guides were the most significant and helpful part of orientation 

the orientation started too late(assigned to start at 10, we started at 12)

there was no proper orientation of the campus

too long ,not all parts applied for everyone

Section 3.1: Video Tutorial Comments

I didn't receive any video,tutorial…

I never received an email 

it was not working

it was outdated on aub website and not present on youtube 

it was too long and slow 

make more updated videos

the video was removed by user on youtube

Section 4: AUBnet Account Comments
I didn’t receive an email that my aubnet is activated so I kept checking everytime and it took me 

two weeks to be activated 

make it easier please

really complicated , did not open that easily 

technical error due to putting wrong birthdate, which affected how early I registered

very bas program for the aubnet account 

Section 4.1: AUB Wireless network servies "AUBdot1x" Comments

AUBdot1x does not connect to my laptop

sometimes wifi is slow

unreliable internet at times

wifi in my dorm is unsatisfactory and sometimes non-existent despite contacting IT

Section 5: On-line Registration Comments

 registration is too stressful

add more electives and humanities 

add more sections 

adding more sections and seats for the general eduction courses would be a good start

all courses are full

all desired sections close very early

all the easy courses are always full

Aub should open more capacity
aubsis is not always performing properly and the registrar office should be more careful witht the 

system

aubsis is very bad for registering and very hard to register courses

bad

bad 

ban students of reserving classes



be quick

begging for capacity is unacceptable we pay 30000 we should have our courses 

being a senior regestering electives was easy but isufferd o lot in my previes yers

capacity issues mainly in humanities
chairman wouldn't accept to open capacity even if I explained that I couldn't take other sections 

due to transportation problems

change  the places

change it please 

change the control system

change the registration process 

change the system 

classes arent enaugh for capacity of corsses espeially in psycology

consider implementing pre-registration heuristics and waitlists

courses capacity should be enough for all students that should register for the courses 

crashing of site , no  capacities , major course gone 

departments arent helpful at all 

do not make us fight for classes

either open more places in classes or avoid reservation 
ever semester , I need to suffer waiting unil the department decvides to open capacvity in my 

required major courses

fix IT

fix the system for registering courses

fix the system it s too slow and old when everyone registers together

home linked courses clearer,for example,explain which lab session with which course

I don’t like the first come first serve system 

I don't like sis
I had a problem in registrating my major courses ,CEE dep helepd ,e by the end of drop and add 

period

I had to skip a trip to register 

I registered for a course with teachers and they chnaged the teacher 

increase capacity if it's known that more amount of students are REQUIRED to take the course

inefficient training , classes are full by the time I register , I need capacity 

it always freezes when I submit the crn

it can really be developed 

it is stressful 

it shouldn't be a competition or race

it was glorious 

it was very stressful and annoying situation 

it's hell

it's not normal not to have access to all our classes

its one of the hectic periods in my aub student life 

its stressful and unfair 

its very competitive when it shouldn’t be 

it's very unfair

major courses were inaccessable in the first registration for fall

make it less of a "who types CRNs faster"

make people more aware of when they can register



make some sort of schedule fpr humanities students since a sophomore is allowed to register same 

as senior courses which is unfair 

many required classes with low capacity 

mech department very incompetent

mehh 

mock registration should be applied in order to have an overview

more capacity for all sections 

more capacity for all sections 

more humanities / spots in INTERESTING humanity classes

more humanity and elective courses should have more available seats 

more places should be offered to students in courses either free electives or humanities

more sections 

more sections should open for those who cannot register

more spaces

more spaces in demanded courses 

my advisor helped me acquire some courses by opening capacity

need more classes and electives plus the syllabus must be accessed through aub 

nerve wrecking 

no cooporation from staff members

no places 

not accountable for all students 

not am easy and user-friendly system 

not enough capacity 

not enough places in electives 

open capacity for electives/humanities

open closed sections before the registration date 

open more sections to make it easier for everyone

place availability

please fix it

please help 

please hire more teachers 

pre-registration to see how many students want a course

provide more spaces in classes or more sections 

really unfair for sophomores

realy stresfful for int students who have courses but they were full capaciyty

registering gets a bit too convoided 

registrar at AUB was not helpful at all regarding second admission application

registrar staff kept on making me wait till the end of add and drop 

registration at aub is a mess ,the worst registration system in lebanon across all universities

registration day is hell on earth 

registration for classthrough this way is unfair

registration guide was very helpful

registration is a very stressful time for students at aub

registration is stressful and unfair

registration is stressfull you need to bag someone to have a course even if you need it urgent

registration process is very stressful and its quite difficult to get into desired couses 

registration process should be changed 



registration was stressful and upsetting and frustrating , especially because what happened with me 

was the systems fault not mine 

shame 

shoulf fix capacity problems 

sis under pressure breaks down 

slow and hard to find spots 

so unfair we pay aub millions for shitty schedules and no courses 

some required courses are under equiped while some irrelevant courses are hhighly overequiped

some times departments don’t open enough capacityfor major courses

sometimes it might crash 

stressful

stressful (which is useless) confusing not enough courses/teacher description

stressful because till the end of drop and add classes open capacity and you miss classes

students pay money to get courses they desire not to live the pressure of getting a course or not 

students reserve courses and impact the fairness of registration

students should be allowed to register for any section

students who reserve seats make the process unfair.there should be implementation of waiting lists

system carshes a lot, FIX IT!

system crashed

system crashes,not enough courses

terrible registration process

the interface was hard to use and not mobile-friendly 

the registration process has to be remodeled

the registration system is so stressful

the registration system should be changed 

the system crashes when registration opens

the system needs to be changed as soon as possible

the university should make schedules for students 

there should be capactiy for everyone , we pay for this !

there should be more classes or available spots in ge courses

there should be priorities and more fairness in the registration 

these were the main problems

they wont open capacity for me , but for 8 others !!

too many students so little space

too much stress during and before registration

too much stress during registration

TOO STRESSFUL !!

unfair process 

very bad registration process 

very competitive registration

very easy

very sad compared to friends in other univers I might leave aub due to this non sence

very stressful 

very stressful not enough places in classes 

very stressfull

very unorganised chaotic unprofessional for AUB's league

we are paying to take these course that we have to fight for. They are REQUIRED 



we need a clear and decent way

we pay too much to have this problem 

website crashes . Courses are lost , extremely unfair 

work better on registration

you have to beg for courses you have to take … ?

Section 6: Academic Advising Comments

Aboufaycel the best

adviser almost made me take the wrong courses if I hadn't noticed

adviser is quick when deeling with students

advising process is useless

advisor always busy 

advisor did not answer my email 

advisor gave wrong advice which meant . I could not register for specific courses he was no help 

advisors are non-existant and never helpful , always condescending 

advisors gave little/no advice beside pin

advisors not professional with advising. Student are 

did not feel like the advisor was concerned 

did not meet advisor , wasn’t in his office twice

didn’t meet my advisor 

doctor Nada Sinno is the best advisor ever

get an advisor that is not stubborn with his majors

get bteer advisors 

good but bad for transfer issues

have never met with him 

he is barely in lebanon

he was often present a day before registration, always traveling

I didn’t refer to my advisor since she would say I should stick to the catalogue 

I don’t find this component to be helpful / useful 
I don't really like taking in consideration the opinion of my advisor because she only cares about me 

finishing I don't feel like she's really here to advise me 

I felt it was somewhat useless since my case was pretty standard 

I have never met with my advisor 

I havent met my advisor during or before registration

I knew more than her and she didn't really help

I took an appointment by email. Advisor was not in office

inform students about ge requirements before strating their aub journey

I've only ever went to my advisor for my pin

love you ohannes

mediocre 

merely restricted to requirements (no interaction to acknowledge needs & interests)

more experinced advisors , interested in helping and not forced 

my adviser was advising for so many new students she was not focusing with each of us

my adviser was never available
my advisor is a very nice person, however highly uninformed in pre med requirements. Gave me 

horrible advice

my advisor is almost never available

my advisor is completley useless 



my advisor is different to the overall media one

my advisor was Dr.Nadine Moaccadieh , the best

my new advisor is amazing my old one was very unhelpful

need real advisors not random professors that you call advisor

no contact with my advisor 

not a good advisor 

not all advisers are equally useful

not enough information about problems with the ciricculum and program 

please educate the advisors on the different faculties better

she was so helpful available all the time

she's awesome

should be more available 
should have all advisors be american because they care and know much more than lebanese 

teachers

some actually know and some don’t

still didn’t contact with my advisor 

the advisor doesn’t know the ciricculum and unwilling to help 

the students must meet with advisors during the semester to checl their grades 

they didn’t know what to do 

useless,can manage wihtout advisor 

we don’t usually discuss choices with advisors 

Section 7: Comptroller's Office Comments

a bit slow porcess:cashiers not always present

account sumamry by term should be easy to use 

be more clear if you want the money in $ or LBP

extend payement period 

I am a scholarship student,I don't do payments

I am a staff dependant , my father takes care of the fees 
I had a study abroad experience where I wasn't here in lebanon,more specifically at aub .And still I 

had to pay 130000ll in technology fee keeping in mind that I wasn't here.this is very illogical and 

I had to do everything by myself 

insist on bringing required papers to bank

it was a very annoying process

long queues

Mr. Nizar was helpful

my parents are staff so I don’t have any problem 
new students should be informed about payment & reminded of it, emails should be sent to avoid 

late payment

nizar : St. Section is very helpful

nizar younes be3aed 

rude staff 

should be more welcoming

staff should be more helpful and friendly

the staff fully helped me

the staff is very helpful when it comes to payment 

too crowded on cashier 



Section 8: ID Card & Renewal of Stickers (ID Center) Comments

did not even do this havent used id in 2 years here

didn't do yet the ID

difficult to upload pictures 

good staff 

I am a 2017-2018 sophomore and my ID says 2016-2017

I did not renew my ID 

in case of loss of ID . 25,000 is too much for a new one , we pay a lot already 

let us take the picture at the id center 

maybe allow on the spot pictures for the ID

more men dorms please

my ID expires every year and I have to keep on renweing it or else I cant enter the gym 

photo upload was a bit complicated

restrictions for uploading photo and refusing to take picture

the guy at the ID  center is rude

the photo in the ID is never c;ear and the photographer wont bother to retake another 

they werent welcoming , but to be honest they were helpful 

too much hussel for ID

uploading te photo online never works

very good service

walking out of campus for the heath form was bad 

Financial Aid Comments

applied 3 times and was denied FA and they did not give a reason

could be faster and more knowledgeable

did not receive any financial aid although my parents are in need 

didn't get it after I applied

employees have a judgmental look

emplyees are mean and judgmental

FA is a nightmare 
financial aid allocation should be renewed to accommodate not only the economic background of 

students
financial aid is barely given also students with academic qualifications are sometimes not 

helped!!!!!!!!!!!
financial aid is not fair. It should consider academic performance of applicants not only their 

financial status

financial aid laon is not very accurate 

financial aid process takes too long , too little time to get tuition 

financial aid very low

fix financial aid problems 

give more financial aid please!
grant needed studnets more than unneeded ones , I have friends who took of their parents work 

and are better financially and got like me 

high number of docs to be submitted in addition to not clear which doc shall be submitted

I did not receive any financial aid ; still waiting for petition result 

make staff friendly

more friendly staff

most unprofessional treatement that I have experienced



my parents are staff so fulls scholarship

not friendly at all

not helpful . Not enough / very mean 

recived 0% financial aid although documents were enough 

should be more helpful

staff who are not welcoming or helpful so iwas not able to apply on time

the financial aid has nothing to do with probation 
the financial aid office is hell , the women there is so rude , I waited for hours there . Waited in a 

line and had to discuss my financial status infront of studnets 
the staff was rude and I had to go three times because of lack of organization . Also , waiting line is 

exhausting and many problems between people occurred due to that 

the wait to apply the application was extremley lengthy 

the woman in the financial aid office was not really welcoming 

too many requirements 

unfair and unbothered to help 

unfair decisions with multiple cases.long lines,add extra workers during submission of application

unfair distribution of FAID

very bad treatment by the financial aid staff

very corrupt department ,unfriendly and unprofessional staff

woman with glasses was very disrespectful 
you give huge percentages to people who arent in need and yet 15-25 to those who are really in 

need (wasta)

Campus Housing Comments

allow visitors to room

better maintanence / fast response 

dorms need renovation
dorms need renovation and we need more dorms and more space . Seniors should have the priority 

to have a drom before anyone elses . Decrease the price of dorms 

dorms need renovation!!!

maybe actually do the rennovations you claim to be doing!

mrs grace in boustani dorms is very helpful

no privacy

small rooms 

students not respecting the regulations ( bathroom cleanliness ) should be punished 

the dorm staff are very often
they are not fair in room assignement,they made people go to lower levels although they were 

seniors and have the priority and didnt explain

wifi is very slow

Other Comments / Suggestions

allow studnets to choos epreffered dorms 
as part of the rennovations please new mattresses would be much appreciated to avoiding getting 

bed bug bites and repaint the walls cause sometimes they look disgusting and not after we move in

check maintenance in all rooms before students move in

dorm experience was one of the worse experience

dorms have to be free or cheaper



fix penrose , it has been 2 years now and its stll the same 

I was in the dorms my first year in aub dorms rooms were not maintainedwell

improve keir, ban cats!

kerr II dorms need a lot of maintenance. It is a very old building with the first floor being the most 

unsuitable floor for living. Cockroaches are all around, maintenance reports are not taken into 

consideration most of the times. I have sent a maintenance report since 4 weeks and still no one 

came to my room.

maybe more available rooms
my place was secured in the dorms seeing I'm a senior but my other friends/unit mates were not 

given a place in the dorms this semester, which lead many not to have a proper housing 

price is high 4000$ per semester and they are very disgusting and old

the dorm in AUB is very expensive

the dorms are old 
though I do not live on campus and have not seen all dormitories, I believe the overall residential 

experience is adequate, judging from what I have seen wit friends on campus 


